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Parts of the sewing machine:
Key Terms

Description

Designing

Using pencil, pencil crayons to create tone and texture. Using fine
liners to define designs. Labeling and annotating original ideas.
Evaluating design success.

Fabric
painting

Use paint to layer and blend. Using mark making tools to create
texture. Applying it to fabric as a fabric design on the front of the tote
bag.

Wax resist

Learning how to create pattern swatches and the wax resist method
washing colour over waxed lines.

Tie Dye

Tying fabrics in a number of different ways in order to resist dye in
different fabric pattern designs.

Block printing

Learning to use craft knives safely and correctly to create original print
blocks from neoprene. Learning to print repeat patterns with accuracy
and skill.

1.
2.

Hand
embroidery

Using embroidery threads to decorate our work with running, cross,
back stitch, twisted running stitch, lazy daisy, french knots, chain stitch.

3.

Health and safety checklist:

4.

Machine
sewing

Carrying out a machine driving test to show control of the machine.
Use the foot pedal to control speed, the balance wheel to move the
needle up and down by hand on corners. Sew the bag together.

Construction

Pinning, tacking and stitching. Using a running stitch to create a plain
seam which is the join of the fabric. Sewing products together inside
out so seams are hidden. Making handles from recycled fabrics.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Hang coats and blazers on pegs.
Put bags and stools away to avoid trip
hazards.
Remove blazers when using paint or dye, use
an apron and tie it correctly.
Only use iron/sewing machine if given training
first.
Long hair tied back when on machinery .
Wipe table with the cloth after practical work.
Place equipment in the correct place after use.
Wash up brushes and palettes thoroughly and
carefully not to spill water.

‘The only constant in fashion is change.’ Zandra Rhodes, fashion and textiles designer

